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Why study Chemistry?
Chemistry is sometimes known as the "central science" because it helps to connect physical sciences, like 
maths and physics, with applied sciences, like biology, medicine and engineering.

Chemistry is a fascinating subject. Have you ever wondered how ice floats? How sunscreen protects our 
skin? Or why cutting onions makes us cry? Then you’ll learn the science behind all that in our A-Level 
course. You will be able to challenge yourself in a range of different topics including: bonding, kinetics, 
alkanes and more!

Chemistry is an important subject for careers in: medicine, environmental science, engineering, toxicology, 
developing consumer products, metallurgy (studying how metals behave), space exploration, developing 
perfumes and cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, energy, teaching, science writing, software development and 
research.

Chemistry is one of the Russell Group universities' 'facilitating' subjects — so called because choosing 
them at A-level allows a wide range of options for degree study.



Course details

• Exam board: AQA
• Specification title: A-level Chemistry
• Specification code: 7405
• Method of assessment: Practical skills assessment (10%), Paper 1 

(35%), Paper 2 (35%) and Paper 3 (35%)

• https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/chemistry-
7404-7405/specification-at-a-glance

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/chemistry-7404-7405/specification-at-a-glance


Entry Requirements

Minimum requirement for A-level Chemistry is grade 6 in 
Maths, 6-6 in combined Science or 6 in separate 
Chemistry.

- Full engagement with remote learning
- The above should be reflected in Class Charts behaviour 
logs

- Completion of the course content
- Full engagement with summer term ‘Bridging Units’





Skills Gained and Developed

Chemistry helps you to develop research, problem solving and analytical 
skills. It helps to you challenge ideas and show how you worked things 
out through logic and step-by-step reasoning. 

Chemistry often requires teamwork and communication skills 



Subject Resources, Support and Enrichment
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